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For the attention of:
Peter Malinauskas
Leader of the SA Labor Party
Premier of South Australia
Peter Malinauskas, according to The Advertiser, Adrian Esterman warns that mask wearing should return in South
Australia "as new and significantly more transmissible Covid strains take hold". See: Top SA epidemiologist
Professor Adrian Esterman urges return of mask wearing as new variants emerge. 3 May 2022. (Copy
attached.)
Adrian Esterman is at the University of South Australia, where one of his "main roles is to provide advice on
biostatistics and epidemiology".
What evidence is Adrian Esterman using to back his directive that "the community should "absolutely" be
wearing masks as the new strain takes hold"?
Consider for example this summary: More than 150 comparative studies and articles on mask ineffectiveness
and harms. Paul Elias Alexander. Brownstone Institute, 20 December 2021.
Who is Adrian Esterman to be dictating what people should be doing? There's no end of these people lurking in
universities, pontificating on matters which may impact on the bodily autonomy of millions of people. Esterman may
flourish academic affiliations, but so what? Let's see the evidence backing his statements.
Is Adrian Esterman influencing Covid-19 policy in South Australia?
(I asked these questions in my comment submitted on the article on The Advertiser, but my comment was rejected,
yet again the conflicted Murdoch media suppressing legitimate questions relevant to the grossly disproportionate
and ill-targeted Covid-19 response.)
Peter Malinauskas, there must be scrutiny of unelected people such as Adrian Esterman, who are trying to exercise
control over the bodily autonomy of 1.77 million Australians.
On the subject of masks, why are 'unvaccinated' teachers and police being compelled to wear
masks/muzzles and use daily RAT tests? Is this deliberate to mark and single them out, punishing them for not
complying to regular injections of experimental Covid-19 'leaky vaccines'? Why are jab free teachers and police being
discriminated against, when it seems people who have had any number of Covid jabs can still be infected and
transmit the virus? What is the logic/evidence behind this punitive assault on the bodily autonomy of people who
choose to rely on their own natural immune response to the virus? The World Health Organisation admits "Most
people infected with the virus will experience mild to moderate respiratory illness and recover without requiring
special treatment". (See attached.) Why would critical thinking people not at serious risk of Covid-19 take the
risk with the unknown cumulative effects of repeated injections with experimental Covid-19 'leaky vaccines'?
But millions of people have been denied evaluating their own level of risk and giving their 'valid voluntary consent' to
the Covid jabs - instead they've been pressured, coerced and manipulated to submit to the experimental Covid jabs,
in contravention of 'valid consent' as outlined in The Australian Immunisation Handbook...and also in contravention
of the Helsinki Declaration.
Please provide transparency and accountability on this matter Peter Malinauskas.

Sincerely
Elizabeth Hart
Independent researcher investigating the gross over-use of vaccine products and conflicts of interest in
vaccination policy
vaccinationispolitical.net
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